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M ost likely future South 
Africans will look back to 
the year~ between 1960 and 

1990 as a golden age of historical writ
ing. More works about the past were 
published in those three decades than 
in the preceding three centuries. 
Centres for \he study of So~th African 
history flourished not only at home but 
in several other countries. The reasons 
for this efflorescence of scholarship 
seem fairly obvious . In the years 
between the tragedy of Sharpeville and 
Mandela's triumphant emergence from 
prison, historians of many different 
tendcncie~ saw their research as a use
ful political tool in the fight against 
injustice. 

Conservative historical writing, even 
of the Afrikaner nationalist variety, 
practically disappeared during those 
years. Liberal hi~torians continued to 
write in accordance with the venerable 
conviction that 'you shall know the 
truth and the truth shall make you free' . 
A vigorous radical history appeared, 
pooh-poohing the idea that any truth 
can exist uncontaminated by ideology, 

I but feeling a ~intilar urgency to liberate 
oppressed minds and bodies through a 
'demystified' understanding of the 
past. Quarrels among the various domi
nant schools of thought, were, as Bill 
Freund recently observed, 'reallj quar
rels within a [single] master-narrative' 
- a master narrative whose essence 
was not 'class, or male superiority or 
even Marxism', but 'simply the 
Struggle' ('The Art of Writing History', 
SARoB, Issue 33, September/October 

11

1994). What next, now that the prize is 
won and the struggle is over7 

There are plenty who would say 'Ia 
luta continua', but the stronger tendcn- · 

~ cy at the moment is to flirt with the 
. possibilities· of post-modernism, a cur

rent in contemporary life so vast as to 
· defy encapsulation. One of the best 

statements I have read about it comes 
from an acolyte, Dick Hebdige: 

When it become~ possible for people to 
describe as 'post-modem' the decor of a 

·- · ~- · room, the design of a building, the diage
sis of a film, the construction of a record, 
~r a scratch video, a television commer
cial. or an arts documentary, or the inter
textual n:lntions between them, the layout 
of a page in a fashion magazine or critical 
journal, an anti-teleological tendency 
within epistemology. the attack on the 
metaphysics of presence, a geneml auen
uation of feeling. the .collective chagrin 
and morbid projections of a post War 
generation of baby boomers confronting 
disillusioned middle age. the predic~ment 
of 'renexivity', a group of rhetorical 
tropes. a proliferation of surfaces, a new 
phase in comrn~itY. fetishism, a fascina
tion for images, codes and styles, a 
proce.~s of cultural, political or existential 
fragmentation al'!d/or crisis, the 'decen
tering' of the s~bject , an 'incredulity 
towards metanan';~tives', the replacement 
of unitary powe~ axes by a plurality of 
power/discourse formations, the 'implo
sion of meaning', the collapse of cultural 
hierarchies, the dread engenden:d by the 
threat of nuclear self-destruction, the 
decline of the University, the functioning 
and effects of th«: new miniaturised tech
nologies, broad ~ocietal and e~onomic 
shifts into a 'media', 'con~umer', or 
'multinational' phase, a sense ... of 
placele!>~no:!>s ... or the abandonment of 
plocele!>~nes~ ... or .. . a t~eneralised sub-

••• j : . , 

stitutlon . ~( spatial for temporal co-ordi
nates - when it becomes pouible to 
describe an these thing~ as 'post-modem'· 
... then it's clear that we are in the pn:s-

7ence of a· buzzword. (D. Hebdige, 'A 

Report on the Western Front: Post-mod
ernism and the "Politics" of Style'. in . 
Chris Jenks, ed., Cultural R~production 
(London: Routledge, 1983), quoted In C. 
Jenks. Cultur~: K~y /d~as (London: 
Routledge, 1994), 137-38) 

Nobody ever could or did make such 
a statement about liberalism or nco
Marxism. If to be post-modem is sim
ply to breathe the atmosphere of the 
present era, to be surrounded by the 

rentinded that history is a branch of lit
.. eroture and, as such, subject to critical 

scrutiny. Attention to rhet~ric, narra
tive, gaps . and silences does Indeed 

· 'open spaces' for more sophisticated 
: understandings of what we historians 

do. Though the language employed by 
critical theorists after Derrida is initial
ly intimidating, it is worth learning. 

. (Even if we are thirty years late.) . The 

. quarrel over literary canons is not our 
quarrel. Historians are accustomed to 
finding useful sources in literary pro
ductions condemned as shoddy goods 
by yesterday's Leavisites and Great 
Books fanatics . African (and South 
African) historians led the charge 
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noise of instantaneous communications against E1,1ro-cenlric attempts at spun-
round the world, to witness the col- ous 'quality control'. 
lapse of hard and fast national bound- 'The spread of critical theory to the 
aries, then we are all 'wst~m~dernists . · _ visual arts has also hall a stimulating 
now. · ' ' ·· · :- · effect on historical practice. We used to 

In academic circles, however, post- write our words and look for pictures 
modernism means more. For some it is after we found a publisher. The pic-
the literary critics' toolbox put together tures - bound together all higgledy-
by Jacques Derrida and his 'decon- piggledy at the centre of the book-
structionist' followers. For certain con- generally added nothing to our argu-
servative thinkers, it is . 'the end of ide- ments. Now historians are looking at 
ology' announced two decades ago by · visual materials in sean:h of evidence 

the American sociologist, Daniel Bell, ~at cannot be found in written docu-
and 'the end of history' hailed by ents. Painting, sculpture, cinema; 
Francis Fukuyama in 1989. For others opulormo-stc ail have yieldctd new 
it is a philosophical stance of extreme nders_tandings to historians whotulV"e: 
scepticism about the possibility of C<.Mil~ to 'read' them. 1 he break-
knowledge of any sort, particularly through provided by post-modem criti-
those claims to knowledge about the cal theory was to remove the quest for 
pm;t embodied in historical writing. For 'quality' from its privileged position in 
others, it is a manifesto of liberation discussions of the visual art~ . 

from the shackles of failed 'projects': Historians can now share a common 
Liberal Humanism, the Enlightenment, language of textual analysis. 
Marxism, Progress, Grand Narra~e. !n.. Of course, most of us are not too 
its ~-ositive guises, !'~~_mod~ good at it, becau.c;e we were given pre-
emtsm bids us allen toaill'~rence (dif- . cious little visual training in our 
Utance}:Subaltem cultures:genaereL : apprenticeships. It can be acutely 

. u;;-d~dlngs, s~bv~~ve di;c~; . embarrassing to watch a sophisticated 
... · ' : : historical intelligence naively strug-

I propose to take these academic 
variations on the theme of post-mod
ernism one by one and muse on their 
implications for future historical writ
ing about South Africa. 

First, the deconstructionjst tool kit. 
There is every reason to applaud the 
renewed attention given to textual 
analysis as a result of post-modernist 
interventions. It is salutary to be 

." . . gling to find the 'male spaces' in a pho
' tographic tableau or to read a painting 

'against the grain'. But we have to try. 
·And we have a responsibility to give 
our students the training we missed. 
Following a lecture on the Russian 
Revolution with a screening of the film, 
'Battleship Potemkin' Q1. a talk on 
apaaheid with Sydney Poitier in Cry, 
th~ Beloved Cou~~G
enough. Wh~n we use cinema in our 
teaching we must break it up with 
analysis and comment. Otherwise, it is 
no better than ,the old photos bound 
together at the centre of our book.;. 

A few years ago, critical theory in 
the guise ')f 'the new historicism' was 
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also promising to re.o;tore lost linkages 
between literature and history. Stephen 
Greenblatt's contextualising or 
Shakespeare scraped away at the mar
bled image of perfection to reveal a 
mottled base or Elizabethan politics, 
colonialism and violence . Edward 
Said's Orienta/ism ~ll9.S.!td the h~ 
~I processes which hall con~tructect an 
i~~e or Islam as alien, threatening_ 
and irrational -__!b~he.l.)(p.aLOth.e.r. 
Both enterprises inspired good new 
work on South African literary figures 
and meshed well with political econo
my approaches to South African histo
ry. 

I 
More recently, however, the enemies 

of new historicism within the camp of 
literary theory have claimed victory by 
arguing that there is no history 'out 
there' which e:otists distinct from te:otts. 
There are simply other tt'Jtt!> which the 
new historicists pick over for their pre
tended projects of cnntextuatisation. 
Some of these are called historical or 
history, but they can claim no privi
leges as representations of an unknow
able previous time. 

It is at this point that most of us prac
tising historians get twitchy. However. 
the epistemological challenge too hns 
to be faced . My own refponse has been 
to as~ the Bron:ot question: so what else 
is new already7 Those who enjoy trash
ing The Enlightenment generally go 
back to Descartes and his centred, 
knowing subject. Cog ito ergo sunt? 
Not on your decentred, unconstitutable 
and unknowable Nelly. In leaping for 
Descartes people pass over the vitally 
interesting figure of David Hume, who 
defined the sceptical position with 
unsurpassed clarity in his Enquiry 
Conc~ming Human . U11d~rstanding and 
Tnatis~ of Human Nature . ' 

There are ~mne philosophen, fhe wrote) 
who imagine we are every moment inti
mately conscious of what we call our Self 
... Unluckily all the.~e positive as.~ertions 
are contrary to that very e:>~perience. 
whi.ch is pleaded for them, nor have we 
any idea of self, after the manner it is 
here e:>~plain'd ... For my part, when I 
enler"inost intimately into what I call 
myself, I HI ways stumble on ~orne particu
lar perception or other. of heat or cold, 
light or shade. love or haired, pain or 
pleasure. I never can catch myulf at any 
time without o perception, and never c:m 
observe any thing but the perception. (La 
Salle, Illinois: The Open Court 
Publishing Company, 1951!. pp. 256-57) 

As for other people: 

... they are nothing but a bundle or collec
tion of diffen:nt perceprions. which succeed 
each other with an inconceivable rapidity, 
and are in a perpetual nu:>~ and movement 
... TI1e mind ill a kind of theatre, where 
several perceptions successively make their 
appearance; pASS, n:-pass. glide away, and 

mingle in an infinite variety of postures and 

• situations. (p. 258) 

This led him to proclaim, if not the 
death, at least the llecomposition, or the 
author: 

... the true idea of the human mind. i~ to 
consider it as a system of different per
ceptions or different existences, which 
are link'd together by the relation of 
cause and effect, anc.J mutually pmduce. 
destroy. innuence, and modify each other. 



Our impressions give rise to their corre- emism and modernity. How should his- Picasso's Guemica, Stravinsky's /'llis-
spondent ideas; and these ideas in their torians regard these statements about loire dN soldat, Brecht's Mother . I pretension~ of athei~tic international

ism . Yet Afrikaner nationalism did 
shift noticeably from Boer-war ~ra 
anti-capitalism to a modus vivendi with 
chambers of commerce and mines . 
Works of 'social engineering' and 
urban planning carried on under the 
apartheid regime are demented but 
recognisable versions of modernist pro
jects of progress. 

/ turn produce other impressions . One · the past? It may be that we should treat · · Courage and a host of other anti-war 
thought chases another, and draws after it them lightly. They derive originally icons. In the minds of many small-town 
a third, by which it is expell'd in its tum. from writers outside our profession. anti-modernists in many countries, 
In thi~ respect. I cannot compare the soul They are put forward by Lyotard, modernism stood for pacifism, sexual 
more properly to any thing than to a Baudrillard and others more in the way license and anarchy. Responsibility for 

republic or commonwealth, in which the of a manifesto than as the results of ~~Auschwitz and Hiroshima can as rea-
several members are united by the recip- serious historical research. If, on the 11onably be ascribed to the excesses of 
rocal ties of government and subordina- other hand, we take them seriously, the racist, romantic, ultra-nationalist 
lion, and give rise to other persons, who some critical comment is necessary. anti-modernist forces as to the children 
propagate the same republic in the inces- ( Statements about the consequences of of the Enlightenment. 
sant changes of ito; part~. (p. 268) · the Enlightenment and modernity are · The experience of twentieth-century 

undoubted 'truth claims' - utterly South Africa is, of course, immediately 
Knowing !:O little of ourselves, we unprovable and possibly dangerous relevant to the critiques of modernism 

could know little of what we supposed statements about a past that lies beyond and modernity. It deserves a great deal 
to be the past: our reach. On this critique, post-mod- more discussion than it has so far 

I need not mention the dirriculty of 
detecting a falsehood in any private or 
even public history, at the place, where it 
is said to happen; much more when the 
scene is removed to ever so small a dis
tance. Even a court of judicature, with all 
the authority, accuracy, and judgement, 
which they can employ, find themselves 
often at a loss to distinguish between 
truth and falsehood in the most recent 
actions. (p. 140) 

ernists are hoist by their own petard. received in international circles. The 

' ' 
; ... ~ . 

liberal critique of the apartheid regime 
was that it was out of tune with the 
modem world - the same critique that 
was levelled at Afrikaners and 
Afrikaner nationalism beginning with 

·;: · the final decades of the nineteenth cen-
• · ,i:·. 

tury. Science, said the. liberals, had · 
undermined the intellectual founda-

Alternatively, the content of these tions of racism. Democracy and further 
truth claims may be tested llgainst the economic . development would destroy 
record of scholarship. The works of · its grip on power. Radical analysis in 
Frank Manuel and other specialists .in the 1970s challenged this appraisal by 

Having made these sensational dis- the history of the Enlightenment are at pointing out ways in. which apartheid 
coveries, Hume abandoned philosophy odds with the idea of a monolithic jug- greased the wheels of capitalist mod-
and became a historian. gemaut of modernism. The certainties emisation. 

How did he manage the trick? Partly of Descartes are balanced by the scepti• Plenty of evidence could be drawn 
by noticing that philosophical sceptics, cism of Hume. For every pig-headed on to support each point of view. The 
like present-day post-modernists, gen- Condorcet professing faith in unlimited Modem .:_ in art, thought, politics and 
erally check their peculiar insights and progress there is a mocking Voltaire, ; .. :.sexual experimentation - was always 
ways of talking at the· desk when they disillusioned by the Lisbon earthquake, ·. · .

1
a favourite .whipping boy for National 

walk into a pub. Partly by noticing that poking fun at the optimism of Dr :: : Party back~oodsmen. They stood four . 
certain conventions govern our dis- Pan gloss, giving up schemes of . · :'square. for Gt:,Jtt and vo/k against the 
course about the past, even among progress in favour of c::uttivating .one's .·.\!1·.;~ .) :;; r~>:':'l · ~ .': ; '. :.,..~ , ·...... ~ . 
those who recognise we cannot verify own garden·. The :i notion ~ that !.~f 

How is one to chovse between these 
points of view from a post-modernist 
perspective? It all depends on what you 
~CLALD\Q._derni!y - a~ 
c~oyed with maddenin&Jmlhl&!!!.!L!.n 
contemporary discussions. For some it 
i'SsometliTilgtlla~gi ns with 
Renaissance humanism and the Medici 
bankers, for others with Le Corbusier 
and Henry Ford. Such gaps between the 
signifier and the signified suggest that 
the word modernity- like the word 
culture- has already cut loose from its 
definitional moorings and may mean 
whatever you like it to mean. 

When we come to the issues of 
progress and grand narratives, there is a 
different problem. Much of ~he post-
modem critique of progress centres on 
the horrors of the period 1933-53 . 
~ubsequent misfortunes get lumped 
to~l'I~Hut~d 
warll an~tn-tn a lita~f 

· bl~ng ~us_(How can we 
elieve in progress after Auschwitz, 

. Hiroshima, the gulags. the Vietnam 
War, the invasion of Granada, the 

· Iranian hostage crisis, the fighting in 
· Bosnia and the Oklahoma City bomb
i ing7) 

our supposed knowledge of previous Enlightenment ruled ' unchalleng~~ :~~! 
events. Given that the world of a thou- through the nineteenth ·and early twen-' ·rlji 
sand years ago is no less knowable than .: · tieth centuries ignores the' pd.werful ~J: 
the world of half an hour ago, historical .anti-modernis~ mov~~en~s that have ~~(j 
knowledge is no less nor more provi- . flo~rished over t~e sa~e pe~~,'~~~~~: 
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Hume's critique of the subject who siasm for the French; Revolution .to i .. 
purports to know and the objects of romantic conservatism was trod by . 
quests for knowledge has been refined many an artist and politician of that ' 
and extended by twentieth-century his- generation. 'Counf De_Gobins:au's the-
torians. J~~1.!bllL.pt:Qgress ories of_Ar~ blood and Thomap 
is~~ac~a~· Carlyle's mui:Jdle-headed corpus .o'r 
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I ttu:._p_recarious, provisional nature of only a small step - philosophically as · 
} w_hat we call_1llstoncal-f~-:-inenls:- well as chronologically _:_ from · . · :. 0 Visa 

tori a of- science Th.o_mas Ktihn, Carlyle's 'Heroes and Hero Worship to 
argued cogently th~o.~ge its1_!{ Nietzsche's 'laughing iions' and uber-
is_in~sc_fl}ablfTrlformed by the socio- menschen. Nietzsche is, of course, a . 
logical a p_liDJ~u that generateSitand key figure for the French phil~sop_hi~al 
the prevailing minds~ 1ts Cril."W'hat progenitors of .pos~~odc;~i;~~- Their 
h~ug t us to call paradigms, silencesconcerriing Romanticism and · 
Foucault serves~French as epis- later anti-modernist movements are 
tt!me:f.'L1kel<aphael Samuer;-rc;IT more likely the results of design than 

! 
atteilifon to these works not in order to ignorance - for they are .the lineal 
dismiss the post-modern critique of de.c;cendants of a host of Enlightenment 
historical knowledge, but to affirm it as haters. 
the common wisdom of the best pre- Neither can the validity of post-mod-
sent-day practitioners. ernist attacks on the black record of 

There are other voices of post-mod- modernity in the first half of the twenti-
ernism who treat the past as all too eth century be taken for granted. 
knowable. Their discourse!! b!ls~le ~~t!! Modernism In the arts did not usually 
refereJtces to colonialism, racism and. ~lk~ifFaandWitluYBL.an.~~~.!h 
p;lri;.rchY- as phenomena whose .past cide. Stalin chased Kandins_!9-, 
we can-in~stignte ahd believe' in: M~y· Stravinsky and the modemist aralrtects 
volc;;s denounce the 'Enlightenment . into-eltite.1:loenels\iume~vels 
Project' as a bad experiment whose and poetry of the ·modernists and held 
failure is proved by totalitarianism, mocking exhibitions of their 'degener-
Hiroshima. Stalin's gulags and a host of ate' co-workers in the visual arts. 
other evils allegedly caused by mod- Modernism, on the other hand gave us 
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If we try to squeeze the last fifty 
years of Southern African history·into 
this chronological Madame Tussaud's, 
the results are decidedly different. How 
can we believe in progress after the 
National Party victory in 1948, 
Sharpeville, the Rivonia trials, decolo
nization in Central Africa and Namibia, 
the Portuguese revolution, the Soweto 
uprising, the repeal of apartheid laws, 
Codesa and the April elections of 
19947) Unless you belong to the AWB, 
how could you not believe in progress? : 

There are two main points I want to 
make about the case againsl progress. t 
The first is that it is decidedly Euro
centric and ignores most history since 
the death of Stalin. The second is that 
South Africa, as usual, appears to 
march to the beat of a different drum-

~
er. Just as world-weary Europeans 

re giving up grand narrative, South • 
frica brings us the final chapter to one · 

f the grandest narratives that ever was 
- one that will continue to be written 

nd rewritten. 
Some confusion clouds discussions 

of grand and meta-narratives in post-
modem academic circles. Some people 
speak as though all narrative has been 
called into doubt- there are only sto
ries, which need not be bound by the 
conventional limitations of linear space 
and time. Clever historians have shown 
that it is possible to do just that. pro
vided the s~bject is a theme: for 
instance, a~!s(9_ry_o(love, or sexualitt, 

~
r ..J&..r-QQ.@!_punishment . . However, no 
istorian who wants to wnte about 
orc~s operating over decades to pro

duce a given phenomenon can give up · 
an underlying assumption of linear : 
time, even if the narrative skips. back 
and forth over itS surface.- · ' :, . , :.J :·. 

Grand narrative, when it is not mere
· (~ used as a ·synonym for meta-narra
tive, refers to works which take long 

r swipes at the past: the Decline and Fall 
'-., of the Roman Empire, the Rise of the . 

) 
West, the Story of Civilisation, 
Imperialism 1870-1914. South Africa 

\ is full of grand narratives, old an·d new, 
I lots of them with an upbeat resonance: 

· 'the rise of the Zulu monarchy, the rise 
~f Afrikaner nationalism, Cory's catch

) 11 Riu of South Africa. '.yhile there is 
·plenty to complain about in the grand 
narratives I've just listed - their pre- .. 
tences to comprehensiveness, theirs 
silences and exclusions - it is not 
clear that there is anything inherently 

1 

illegitimate about the enterprise: When 
post-modernists say 'no more grand 
narratives' they are expressing a taste 
rather than proving a proposition. : 

A,"V / II The case is different with meta-narra-
~J.,'{ ./ . ~ tive. Meta-narrative is a controlling 
>JY. ·' rl' structure which locates the content of a 

,. }>!" ~ ..,; ~iven text within a teleol~gical c;:oncep-
~~YJ' t1on of past. present and future. It need 

/. never be stated overtly in the text at all. 
i' An obvious example of meta-narrative 

is the Christian cosmological drama of 
Creation, Fall, Redemption and Last 
Judgement. Another is Macaulay.·s · 
Whiggish meta-narrative of the advance 
of English liberty from the Glorious 
Revolution to the Reform Act of 1832. 
For many post-modernist writers, the 
biggest. baddest meta-narrative of all is 
Marxism. with its progress from the 
slave mode of production through feu
dalism and capitalism to socialism. 
Conservative post-modernists slobber 
over the corpse of the Marxist meta
narrative with ghoulish delight. Thus, 

------------------~--~~~~~~~~~--~--~~--~~~~:~~ ·~~~~~·~~--------_.~.~~ · ;T : !t f::~:m~,. ,,~:_!:; i if;'·:: .··: 
.,. ',. 

. ,·. 
Michael lgnatieff exults that the 'grand his own work · eventually towards a Other local factors may inhibit the 
narrative analysis that w~uld link all kind of Geertzian 'th!ck des1=ription' of full development of post-modernist 
these glimpses of the future together the life of a single individual. (I could scholarship in South Africa. The atti-
into swaggering, predictive, 19th-centu- multiply examples.) ·. . · · · tude of 'ironic detachment' which 
ry-style-theQry is not so much beyond . , Those who are sceptical about the Baudrillard commends in politics is not 
our reach as beyond any conceivable . results of modernisation and who want easy to cultivate in this politically 
grasp.' . .. We bourgeois neurotics may to write little narratives do not have to charged, deeply divided society. While 
not have inherited the earth, bufthere is set their faces against the eminent neo- some conservatives commend the 'end 
no returning to the systems· ('TI1e Joy Marxist historians of South Africa. of history' in Fukuyama's sense, as the 
of Being Lost in an Uncharted Future', There was, however, a pronounced final defeat of socialist dreams of 
review of Foregone Conclusions: • 1 tendency for the neo-Marxists to . betterment, who among you wilf open-
Against Apocalyptic History by M. A. emphasise the material foundations of 1 ly take the post-modem line that there 
Bernstein iri New Republic, reprinted in historical change to the. neglect of ideas ( should be no more projects7 The disii-
Tite Australian, 3 May 1~95, p. 26). and .politics . . Although Marxism had lusion of European ex-communists is 

It goes without saying that the death · 1 developed tools to deal with the consti- 1 easy to understand. It is not so easy to 
f Marxism was hurried on greatly by · tution of mental life, these were not pronounce yourself disillusioned by the 
he toxic gases emitted by expiring ' much used in South Africa. The result death of apartheid. And there is still so 
ommunism in eastern Europe. Why • was history that looked like economic much to do . . 
his should affect the viability of detenninism, however r:nuch its authors While the post-modem condition is 

Marxist tools of historical analysis is a protested it ·was not. It is easy to sym- nearly universal - viewable every 
well-known puzzle. However, the fact · · pathise··~ith young scholars resisting night on the SABC, in Hill brow and 
is that it has. ., ,. '·l ·. ;!; ·.' .. :..~ · ·~)·'i ·i" •::',: I rustication tO farmS WhOSC 'SOiJS have the eX-tOWnshipS - pOSt-modern 

The world-wide turn away from i . · been ~xhausted by p~vi~us· studies or scholarship is a minority taste. It lacks 
Marxism affects the .future of historical sent' to pick over the · tailings from a a populist cadre. However erudite nco-
writing in South Africa more than any ·;: mine shaft which had already yielded Marxist historical scholarship may 
other aspect of post-modernism,, ; up · its richest · ore. Post-modern have become in its Olympian academic 
because authors writing from a materi- j . approaches promise something new. strongholds, it wn!; constantly engaged 
alist or Neo-Marxist perspective have ,j ·,' Indeed, for some it is a 'new para- in building bridges to ordinary people 
played so large a part in the outpouring·,; digm'. Can we expect it to produce through such projects as Peoj>le§' his-

. of historical scholarship during th~ last 1,· . ·rewards as prodigious as the last ·one7 tories_of-South __ <\fri£!_aE_ds_oll~~;s . 
l wenty years. Two obvious things .need ,

1 
!here are some reasons for scepticism. of oral histQ.I:y. The mostly white histo-

, o be said about this body of work. 1, - ~ ·lThe ; first is .that post-modernism is ry departments of the South Africa's 
'Neo-Marxists ~orking on ; South .~ .. :not ali that new. Jacques Derdda:.s . universities live in glass houses.Jf!hey 
African history were never apologists :. l wm~t fanfare foLp.Ost:Stol.ctpralism, no longer profess to help us understand 
for Stalinism or the defunct Sovie·~ : ·De Ia grammatologie, appeared ln~ how the present state of things came to 
Union. On the contrary, in many differ- : -126.1. ~10t.Iong after the books of E.P. be, or to assist projects of betterment, 

~
t ways ~ey express_ed ~bborrence for : · Thompson, Christopher Hill, Eric some people may conclude they are 

; hose reg1mes and d1smtssed most of , Hobsbawm and Eugene Genovese expendable. 
1 e historical scholmhip that came out : which 'revived Marxism in Western his- · . : With post-modernism comes height-
f'~ Eastern E~ro~ :~ !"\~~~~ o~. ~~v~ .. ·: l tori~graphy. rost-mo~ernism ~w up .ened consciousness of diff~rence and 
Second, alth?ugh th~re ~~r:e. s~.r:n:, ~r- 1 side by side with the deyelopment of differences. Neo-Marxist history was 
tations with Alth~~~eri.an, the~ry. ~mo~~ : neo-Marxism in ~outh African scholar- not very good at difference. Even as it 
practitioners applauded. E.P. ;Thomp- : · • ·ship; not. after il. Looking back •upon . proliferated classes. underclasses and 
son's crltiqu~ 'o( ·~~ot~r(~~t"CI~~I.~gic~lf :)the. twentieth 'century.there are no intet4 . fraction·s 'of classes, it remained res~· 
theory and Sovi~t-ComJh~'iJsO'i ~ li.s set ·:· .. leetuaJ."movements which have had a: ' olutely indifferent to distinctions o 
out in his . t978 .~publicatio~':1 · · run of more than thirty Y.ears. This o.ne~ race and culture. Where previous 
Poverty of Theory. :~ · ' ., · /ri ~-t·· ~~~~: ' · ' ~ay have already. peaked. scholars had seen tribesmen, the 

· ·· ·· :•:. · ~ I : Second, taking post-modernism as a Marxists saw pea.o;ants. Van der Merwe 
·.new theory or paradigm runs counter to · lost his red neck, Calvinist blinkers, 

·'lqe ·of post-modern .writing ! and holy covenants and was reconsti-

~~mt~~~~=~~~~~[·:~' j ·i· gm~ .and . t tuted in different guises depending on ·' . :i.\1~~p· .. ;t;+:- ·class position. Zulu ethnic identity was 
po:st-1noae1m scepticism about ·.treated as a prime example of the 

i lities -'of k.tlowledge of the . invention of tradition. 
.... ; • I . , i"_ f~~Y .f~ llt,J.! .~ ·1~~rfJ . ·at beSt "an uncomfortable .. : . Acknowledging difference has its 

I
' You wit~ se~~h.jn y~~,f.~r .o•• _ ··~Jo(..h~~t~ricat ·~chol~ship. <good points. Feminists, especially in 

meta-narratives · of.inev1table ·Stone. as !Jften gets things .. I!A~stralia and North America, were 
in their bookS iuid :..ruci~:~W.Uie th~te as "right}' but :there .. is· justice 'In : ; early enthusiasts for post-modernism, 

used to. ~~~;-qrAi~.e:.b~~rn~·· ~~.ta~~ co,~.~l~!~~~~ .'f~:wor~~ stiu aw~u :! ~recisely because it ac~owledged. the 
of motion', of the South African politi- 1 first maJor post-modern work of.his1 ·• Importance of gender d1fferences m a 
cal ec~n~(t;y, in ·~y opi@h~f/ th~ 1domi2 '- .: f~tory.Ewhile 'the~ ha~e· ~~n ant num~ · way that liberalism and Marxism had 
nant tendency i~ the ni~eieen 'se*nti~s~ ·:: ·!ber of i~pre$~fve ~orks .of literar:f crit- · :. not done. (On the other hand, to be a 
and early" eighties. w~r to'''iea~ In u1'e• >iclsm~··There'. have beeh good recent - :. feminist is to have a project and thus to 
opposite ·direciiori!'tow~ds\,.·h~t ·w~s ~ ··.;·,~book;:•Jn Sotith:·A.rrican history that .. transgress the rules of hard-line post
then terin~d ·j~~dic.~i'f~~~f~ls~;:t:;t.u~e~ t~~' post-:~~ct~fa!.i~t -tool .~t, but · l..modernist dogma.) · · 
Having learne4, fr!Jflt ,B~!"'~to~ .. ~oore.~ :.'Jno~e .• ~hi~.h ; gq.,the ;~hole.Jujg . ~¥~re : .'• ! Cultivating ~ifference also has its 
that there were . in~>: . di!fe&ni:.y~.~i?n~(~: co~"l~~ly, ,JX?!~-_!m>~~m ~~ology is .·.:.. bad points - bad points which no 
of mature capitalism •. they . ~.~~~~a1yi ~· subs.~~~·~J~~ ~lde~; u.sa.g~s ~i~o~t a • .. ··, South African audience needs .to be 
to accept that South Africa was stuck m· real sh1ft m .thinking~A lex1con for : reminded of. Liberals and Marxists in 

· an underriocratic:· ~pressi~~.~ui~~-sa~~;, ~ ·~. , ,. supe~d;u ~pci~t'~~~~~s·~~:c;~ ~~dily_ :;. their own peculiar ways purported to 
' As good followers o( E.P;;~~rppson1 .:~ tbe ·compi~e.d~ : for ideology, · wri~e '. dis- . : ,'see thro.ugh difference to a common 

they were enthusiastic; ah9~t .the possi-· " :; course; "for: image, write representation; ·human condition which anyone might 

bilities ofsoc~\sto9. ;!h~y~ ~~fe}.;} ~or ~c?~.~~~t!?'(t.~ ~: dis~.~ss.~nr~rit~ ~~:: articulate or understand. ~orne. post- ~ ' '._ 
than .an yon~ ~. f~!:. e~. ~~ :~(_)V~~~~-t1 -~f.~ mt~~~?.~l!lJl~ ! [?,~ ·.~~~~rp~~~ · ~~.:pb;ec-. ;.£.~modern poses replace th1s w1th !!11..~ l ~ 
away. from gr~~ ~~tiy~ .t? . :~it~~ n~>~~:;ti ~.~.;~ ~r.i ~~ . P.~o_Jec~; :!~!;,era,' ~tag.e, :: : ·. ~pacity of othern~ whose comllacy-is ~v 
ratives' about thc .South Afncan palit.1 ;. lZellgcist; · mentalit~ : or; world ~ vlew, :·• tllat only lhc other may speak for h~ • 
Shu Ia Marlts immersed herself _ln let-' '-t write'· episteme£· for: analytical,!' write .. ·· ~elclinmseiF. When this opacity ex ten~ 'f'..- , 
ters to and' fr.om :·An .. Exp~rimental . : :: herme~eutic; fo~ source;~write te~t; .. and . :to ethnicity and culture, the intellectual -

· Doll', and then plunged into a 'study or· , for write, write Inscribe, and so on: · '-g~t-ohlplfiUle•d walks again. a 
nursing. Jeff Guis researches moved . . ; .·> Much the same thing happened dur- -:-·=-- --------------

away from the imperial tragedy of. · ing the ascendancy ·of neo-Marxism. This text was .first presented as a video· 
Zululand in the 1880s. to . th~ ·ecologic,al }-Writers with litt,I_C: _understanding or tape at the 1995 African Studies 
and social dynamics· of the indi~i.4ua~ ... .: sympathy for the t~e1ory, nonetheless :Conference held in Port Elizabeth. 

.family homest~~d ~ . i,Ch~ _v~n . . :. spok~ of social formations, modes of ·: Norman Etherington is Professor of 
Qns~len's-vast project for recording the . ! production, mining cnpital and prole- History at the University of Western 
oral history of ~a~our::!"ig~~;t~m.~d ... : taria~i.sation. .. · .' · · , Australia. 
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